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About the Artist

Way back when.....among the cranberry bogs, woods and ponds of Rochester, Massachusetts where I grew up, sightings 
of whitetail deer were a rare occurrence.  They were there, although few in numbers and always something special to see.

Little did I know that one day, whitetail deer would be so important in my life.

Growing up, drawing and dabbling was a definite preoccupation and a source of irritation for my mother, as I was for-
ever decorating and redecorating my bedroom walls with my rendition of Indians, animals and airplanes.  It appears as I 
look back in time, my creativity was an every day happening, not an unusual occurrence.

Throughout my life, including a career in the United States Air Force, wildlife art would rear its head many times.  
While stationed in Paris, France, I first realized that the animal I had pursued through field and forest was not being 
illustrated accurately.  Artists had take license to create whitetails as they would a mythical animal, which they then 
passed on as a whitetail deer.  Many years would pass including a tour in Vietnam before I would have the opportunity to 
become involved full time with wildlife art and the whitetail deer.

As an Air Force illustrator/supervisor, (the equivalent of a civilian art director) I slowly began the transition into the 
world of wildlife art, a process that took nearly 10 years.  My first series of wildlife art was watercolor, depicting vari-
ous animals, which I promptly traded for a radio for my airplane.  In the 1970’s I decided to specialize in whitetail deer, 
determined to portray them, aesthetically and anatomically correct, not as they have been portrayed by most artists in the 
past.

To accomplish this,  I began raising whitetail deer in the late 1970’s.  This provided me with invaluable insight and 
knowledge which even today few artists possess.  Each day provided something new and different.  After completing 
over 450 paintings of whitetail, I have found that the learning process continues to this day.

My paintings are based upon my bowhunting experiences and supported by endless hours of field research each year.  
Depicted are situations, I am sure, many other hunters have experienced.  To help authenticate my paintings, “racks” or 
antlers from actual deer are used along with body references of real animals.  Backgrounds are spontaneous creations, 
frequently evolving from places I have been and seen.

The legacy of my paintings is dedicated to all.  As I watch the relentless destruction of our forests, creatures and habitat, 
I cannot help but think, that in the future, my paintings, may be for many, the only way that they may touch the face of 
the past and see with wonderment, what once was.
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  Should you find an item to your liking and would like to order it, for 
your convienence we now accept VISA, Master Card and AMEX.

    

     

You may order by telephone if you prefer, the number is             
207-439-0342
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Reproductions

Limited Editions:
Once an edition is printed, the plates are destroyed and there will never be a second edition.  Limited 
Editions are signed and consecutively numbered. 

Artist proofs:
These prints consist of 10% outside the run, generally every tenth print is pulled and checked for ac-
curacy, water spots, glitches, smudges , lint and registration which may affect the outcome of the print 
run. 
 
These are held aside and signed and numbered by the artist as Artist Proofs or AP’s.  Collectors some-
times prefer Artist Proofs because they are handled more frequently by the artist and the printer.  They 
also are approximately 33% higher in cost because there are only a few.

Reproductions
The reproductions listed in this portion  of this catalog are lithographs and were done on a 4 color 
press.  Because of modern digital printing all my new editions will be GiClées, which is further ex-
plained in the next section of this catalog.
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Silent Witness Cat. No.DS20001 / DS20001AP

Limited Edition Artist Proofs

Note: All Shipping & Handling is $20.00 and shipped flat unless otherwise specified.

Harsh Winter  Cat. No DS20004 / DS20004AP

Wildlife Art of Charles H. Denault

The Waiting Game Cat. No. DS20014 / DS20014AP

The following reproductions represent the last  remaining 4  color Lithogrpahs that the Charles H. Denault studio has.                     
From this time on, all reproductions will be GiClee prints.

NOTE:

Size: 16 x 20” 
w/ample Border
Edition Size 45 S/N

$159.60 plus S&H

Size:  16 x 20” 
w/Ample Border
Edition Size  450 S/N

$120.00 plus S&H

Remarques Available
Pencil..$125.00 Additional
Color...$250.00 Additional

Remarques Available
Pencil..$125.00 Additional
Color...$250.00 Additional

Size: 15 x  22
w/ample border
Edition Size:  450S/N

$150.00 plus S&H

Remarques Available
Pencil..$125.00 Additional
Color...$250.00 Additional

SOLD OUT

Size: 14 x 22”
w/ample border
Edition Size: 450 S/N

$120.00 plus S&H

Remarques Available
Pencil..$125.00 Additional
Color...$250.00 Additional

SOLD OUT
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Note: All Shipping & Handling is $20.00 and shipped flat unless otherwise specified.

Wildlife Art of Charles H. Denault

Size: 14.25 x  22”
w/ample border
Edition Size: 2000S/N

$110.00 plus S&H

Moment of Truth Cat. No. DS20022

Remarques Available
Pencil..$125.00 Additional
Color...$125.00 Additional

      NOT
AVAILABLE

Adirondack Morning Cat. No.DS20031

Image Size: 11 x 22” w/ample border

Remarques not available
         on this print

      NOT
AVAILABLE

Price: $40.00 includes 
shipping & handlling

 Shipped Rolled
in triangular tube

Limited Edition Artist Proof

Boys of November Part II, Red Size: 14 x 20”
w/ample Border
Edition Size:  450 S/N

 $120.00 plus S&H

Remarques Available
Pencil..$125.00 Additional
Color...$250.00 Additional

Cat. No.  DS200016 / DS 20016AP

SOLD OUT

Autumn Rendezvous Cat. No.DS20017AP

Size: 22.5 x 15.5
w/ample border
Edition Size:   45 S/N

$150.00 plus S&HSOLD OUT
Remarques Available
Pencil..$125.00 Additional
Color...$250.00 Additional
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Originals

These original oil paintings by the Artist represent hours of concentrated effort, dedi-
cation and research.  Most large paintings take in excess of 4 months to render, some 
even longer.

Research and accumulated knowledge of the animals have provided an extremely ac-
curate rendition of the animal and the habitat.

My originals are painted on canvas with oils and will provide a lifetime of enjoyment.  The 
lasting qualities of canvas and oils has proven itself over the ages, with care and respect, 
the life of a canvas painting should last hundreds of years.
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“Cow Talk” 24 x 36” oil on canvas, professionally framed $20,500.00

“Remember When” 24 x 36” oil on canvas, professionally framed $20,500.00

Wildlife Art of Charles H. Denault

Note:  Frames shown are  for illustrative purposes only, actual frames are 
similar but not the same as depicted.
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“First Light”

“Royal Sunset”

$20,500.0024 x 36” oil on canvas, professionally framed

24 x 36” oil on canvas, professionally framed $16,000.00

Wildlife Art of Charles H. Denault

Note:  Frames shown are  for illustrative purposes only, actual frames are 
similar but not the same as depicted.

SOLD
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“Autumn Storm” 24 x 36” oil on canvas, professionally framed $19,500.00

Note:  Frames shown are  for 
illustrative purposes only, actual 
frames are similar but not the same 
as depicted.

“Eternal Pursuit” 24 x 36” oil on canvas, professionally framed $19,500.00

Wildlife Art of Charles H. Denault

SOLD
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“Shadowland I & II” Sold as pair only18 x 24” oil on canvas, professionally framed $14,500.00

Note:  Frames shown are  for illustrative purposes only, actual frames are 
similar but not the same as depicted.

Wildlife Art of Charles H. Denault
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“Autumn Ritual” 24 X 36” Oil on Canvas Professionally framed $20,500.00

Wildlife Art of Charles H. Denault

Note:  Frames shown are  for illustrative purposes only, actual frames are 
similar but not the same as depicted.

SOLD
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“Full House” 24 X 36” Oil on Canvas Professionally framed $20,500.00

Wildlife Art of Charles H. Denault

“Stalker” 24 X 36” Oil on Canvas Professionally framed $20,500.00

Note:  Frames shown are  for illustrative purposes only, actual frames are 
similar but not the same as depicted.
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“Solitude” 24 X 36” Oil on Canvas Professionally framed $20,500.00

Wildlife Art of Charles H. Denault

“Confrontation” 24 X 36” Oil on Canvas Professionally framed $20,500.00

Note:  Frames shown are  for illustrative purposes only, actual frames are 
similar but not the same as depicted.

SOLD
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The Charles H. Denault Studio has embarked upon a new direction in the world of art.   
We are venturing into the world of GiClée and Digital Print making. The following information will help you understand 
the benefits of giclée printmaking and how the process differs from traditional fine art printing techniques like lithographs 
and serigraphs.

Digital printmaking utilizes computers to precisely control specialize digital printers.  Most fine art print makers use ink
 jet printers that apply ink to a variety of media, primarily high-quality watercolor papers and canvas.
 
The digital print making process is capable of producing exceptional results for both original print makers and for the 
reproduction of original works of art; because of its extended color gamut and continuous tonecharacteristics, digital 
printmaking is considered a superior technology for printing all forms of art including photography.

Giclée, pronounced “zhee-clay” is French for “that which is sprayed”.  It is a term commonly used for the world’s
most advanced digital fine art printmaking processes.  Giclée prints can be original art works generated with a
computer or high quality reproductions of original art work.

Chuck’s machine is capable of reproducing paintings; photographs and illustrations with astounding accuracy.  It uses
water based archival inks to produce approximately three (3) million possible colors.  Giclée prints produce an 
apparent 1800 d.p.i. (dots per inch) visual resolution with no “digital signature”, a level of clarity such that even artists 
can have a hard time distinguishing the original from the copy.

We will be using highly stable color pigments that offer permanence characteristics of 200 plus years and an extended 
tonal range.

GiClées differ from lithographs because offset lithographs are created by taking a continuous tone image and processing 
it through a screen.  The result is an image created with a series of dots, each one proportional in size to the density of  the 
color. The human eye is consequently “tricked” into seeing something that approximates a continous tone image.  Most 
printed material is printed with this process.

We will be limiting our archival paper Limited Editions to 300 prints, canvas Master Artist Enhanced, Canvas 
Master Artist prints to 50 each.  Generally the price of GiClées are considerable higher, but we are trying to keep 
the price of each print close to the cost of a regular offset lithograph.  Full size reproductions will give the average 
person the chance to have a beautifully framed, exceptionally perfect copy of an original piece which with proper 
care, will last a hundred of years.  All this at a very modest cost. 
                                                                              
                                                                             1 November 2001

The art of GiClée Printing
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 GiClée
GiClée....Pronounced “zhee-clay.....French for “that which is sprayed”, is the term commonly used 
for the worlds most advanced digital fine art printmaking processes.  GiClée prints can be printed 
on fine archival watercolor paper, fine artist’s canvas, silk and canvas.

The superb quality of GiClée printing produces resolution beyond comparision.  The colors are in 
the range of three (3) million.  

 GiClée prints are the future in collecting. Sharp, brilliant and a pleasure to the eye, these prints will 
enhance your walls or your collection. 

Each canvas GiClée has a DNA Signature circle, with in it is an actual drop of blood from which 
DNA can be extracted should it become necessary to prove the authenticity of the reproduction.

Please read “The art of GiClée” that I have included in this catalog.  Thank you!

Note:
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Master Artist Editions

Master Artist Enhanced Edition (Framed):
After the GiClee has been produced, the artist then goes over importand points of the image with 
brush and oil paint.  This usually takes about 5 to 10 hours and the results produce an image that is 
indeed difficult to distinguish from the original.    For those who cannot or do not want to invest in 
an original piece of art, this edition affords anyone the chance to have a reproduced piece of art that 
closely resembles the original painting. ready to hang upon receipt.
Each reproduction has a DNA Signature circle with a drop of  my blood which is covered by var-
nish.  The inks have a 200+ year permanence.

Each reproduction is professionally framed at no extra charge  and shipped in a plywood crate 
FREE.  Ready to hang when received.

Master Artist Edition (Framed and Un-Enhanced):
This edition is straight off the printer, there is no enhancement to the reproduction but careful quality 
and match to the original painting has been achieved.  Each reproduction has a DNA Signature circle 
with a drop of my blood which is covered by varnish.  The inks have a 200+ year permanence.

Each reproduction is professionally framed at no extra charge  and shipped in a plywood crate FREE.  
Ready to hang when received.

Master Artist Edition (Unframed and Un-Ehanced):

This reproduction is like the “Master Artist Edition” with the only change being that the reproduction 
is shipped rolled, ready  to stretch and for your choice of frames from your framer.
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 GiClée (on Canvas , Framed and Archival Paper)

 “Something’s Amiss” (Modified)  GiClée on Archival paper

For GiClée paper prints only
Enhanced Faux Color remarques are available ....$50.00 additional
Original Color Remarques are available...............$250.00 additional
Pencil Remarques ....................................................$125.00 additional

GiClee Limited Edition 250 Signed & Numbered 13 11/16 x 22 with ample border..........$135.00 plus S&H 

Artist Proofs available..Edition size 25  Signed & Numbered.....$155.00 plus S&H

Cat No. 200132GP

Shipping & Handlling $20.00

Cat No. 200132GAP

For GiClée paper prints only
Enhanced Faux Color remarques are available ....$50.00 additional
Original Color Remarques are available...............$250.00 additional
Pencil Remarques ....................................................$125.00 additional
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“Backtrail”
GiClées (Canvas, Framed and Archival Paper Prints)

#200125GP

GiClée Archival Paper Prints Signed & Numbered

#200134GP“First Light”
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

GiClée Archival Paper Prints Signed & Numbered 

“Maine Event” #200135GP

“Cow Talk” #200133GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)
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Note: Pencil Remarques not available on this print

“Adirondak Morning”     #200131GP

GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“Adirondack Morning”     #200132GP
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“Old Timers”

GiClées (Canvas, Framed and Archival Paper Prints)

GiClée Archival Paper Prints Signed & Numbered 

“Swampfire Revisited”

#200237GP

#200238GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“Licking Branch” #200239GP

“Rapid Departure”     #200698GP
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GiClées (Canvas, Framed and Archival Paper Prints)

“Remember When” #200249GP

“Black Velvet” #200241GP
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GiClées (Canvas, Framed and Archival Paper Prints)

“Autumn Ritual” #200250GP

“While you’re away” #200240GP
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GiClées (Canvas, Framed and Archival Paper Prints)

“Too Early, Too Late” #200242GP

“Premonition” #200709GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“Intrusion” #200246GP

Ker-Thunk   #200695GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“Morning Shadows”    #200712GP

“Dawn’s Early Light”    #200693GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“On the prowl”    #200705GP

“Uncle Henry’s Cabin”    #200697GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“The Watcher” #200353GP

“Sentinel”     #200700GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“Tracking Snow”     #200704GP

“Missed Again”     #200820GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“Chickadee” #200819GP

“I’m Outta Here”     #200672GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“Cautious Assent”     #200816GP

“Rapid Departure”     #200698GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“The Four Horsemen”     #200702GP

“Autumn Rendezvous”     #200710GP
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

GiClée Archival Paper Prints Signed & Numbered 13 11/16 x 21” with ample border

Cat No.200250GP.....................$135.00 plus Shipping & Handling

Cat. No. 200250GAP..................$175.50  plus Shipping & Handling
Artist Proof Edition Size 25

Limited Edition Size 300

For GiClée paper prints only
Enhanced Faux Color remarques are available ....$50.00 additional
Original Color Remarques are available...............$250.00 additional
Pencil Remarques ....................................................$125.00 additional

Shipping & Handling for paper prints $20.00  Shipped Flat
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GiClées (Archival Paper Prints)

“A Family Affair”    #200703GP

“Flaggin” #200817GP
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Created for the collectors who have no room for large reproductions.  The GiClee reproductions are created from the best selling lithographs that 
Chuck has done in the past 20 years.  Each is reproduced by GiClee on archival stretched canvas with 200 year inks.  Frames depicted are for illus-
trative purposes only, actual frames vary and differ because of availabilty at time of purchase.

Minature Framed Canvas GiClee Reproductions

Image Size 14 x 22”

Unframed/Unstretched

For the Do-it-yourselfer....

FREE Shipping & Handling
Shipped in a tube

The run will be limited to an edition of 300 with 30 “Artist Proofs”

    00
Each

Varnished

All canvas reproductions are 
coated with  Windsor Newton 
Picture Varnish for lasting 
preservation and protection

FRAMED

00

 plus shipping and handling
S&H $20.00

 each

Vertical 
Horizontal 

Image Size 22 x 14”

Ready to Hang

Stretched but unframed

FREE Shipping & Handling

   00
Each

Varnished

Note:  Frames depicted are only for illustrative purposes, actual frames may differ  
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“Backtrail”

“Boys of November” “Autumn Storm”

“Old Timers”

“Autumn Ritual”

“Licking Branch”

Cat. No. 200125MC Cat. No. 200250MC

Cat. No. 200239MC Cat. No. 200237MC

Cat. No. 200355MC Cat. No. 200352MC

Mini Canvases
200 year Permanance InksGiClee on canvas

Framed and ready to hang
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Cat. No. 200249MC Cat. No. 200338MC

Cat. No. 200366MC Cat. No. 200351MC

“Remember When” “Swampfire Revisited”

“Survivor” “Passing By”

Mini Canvases
200 year Permanance InksGiClee on canvas

Framed and ready to hang

Cat. No. 200363MC“Moment of Truth”
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“On the Edge” “Dreammaker”

“Maine Event” “Cow Talk”

“Royal Sunset” “Ambush”

Cat. No. 200360MC Cat. No. 200362MC

Cat. No. 200135MC Cat. No. 200133MC

Cat. No. 200364MC Cat. No. 200365MC

Mini Canvases
200 year Permanance InksGiClee on canvas

Framed and ready to hang
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“First Light”“Whisper Quiet” Cat. No.  200361MCCat. No. 200134MC

Mini Canvases
200 year Permanance InksGiClee on canvas

Framed and ready to hang

“Sunrise”

“”Swamp Ice”“The Seeker” Cat. No. 200243MC

Cat. No. 200369MC

Cat. No. 200370MC

“The Crossing” Cat. No 200372MC
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Cat. No. 200354MC“Misty Morning”

Mini Canvases
200 year Permanance InksGiClee on canvas

Framed and ready to hang

“Evening Mist” Cat. No. 200372MC
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“Sugar Snow”

“Harris Creek”

“Shattered Silence” “Intrusion”

Silent Witness Red, Boys Two

“Harsh Winter”

Cat. No. 200356MC Cat. No. 200246MC Cat. No. 200357MC

Cat. No. 200359MC Cat. No. 200353MC Cat. No.  200367MC

Cat. No. 200358MC Cat. No. 200368MC

“The Watcher”

Mini Canvases

200 year Permanance Inks
GiClee on canvas

Framed and ready to hang



Please Note:
All original paintings and  prints shipped will be insured.  

If they arrive by U.S. Mail and are damaged, you must take the package to 
the Postmaster of you Post Office.  I will retain the Insurance receipt.

If they come by FEDEX or UPS, please notify me as soon as possible, save 
the shipping container and contents, I will arrange for a pick up by the re-
sponsible shipper .  You may be instructed to take the package to the nearest 
FEDEX or UPS office.  In most cases they will pick the package up from 
you.

(Paper Prints)
If  the reproduction was damaged  in shipment, the insuring facility will pay 
for damages and you will be shipped another free of charge.

(Canvas Prints)
If the reproduction was damaged in shipment, the insuring facility will pay 
for damages and you will be shipped another free of charge.  Enhanced prints 
take 4 weeks for drying time and framing.

(Original Paintings)
If  the painting was damaged in shipment,  your money will be returned as 
soon as the insuring facility pays the insurance claim.

All purchases are final and outside of damaged in shipment goods , there are 
no provisions for the return of items otherwise.

Thank you for your support 




